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ecureHOST is Seccom Global’s Virtual Private Server and hosted services offering. It
provides on demand Virtual Servers in a secure, redundant and stable environment. All hosted
services are secured by redundant Firewalls and Intrusion Prevention Systems with all traffic
filtered for Viruses, Trojans and Malware. SecureHOST allows you to migrate your physical
server environment to a virtual server or services environment reducing your capital expenditure,
staffing costs and security risk.

WHY CO-LOCATION?
Delivering robust, scalable and high availability infrastructure solutions presents a number of significant challenges, and requires
as a minimum infrastructure and resource commitment that can be cost prohibitive for many businesses. Power availability,
environment, robust infrastructure, scalability, network security and skilled networking employees are just a few of the key
considerations required to host services in house. For organisations where IT is not the core business focus, these requirements
along with many others are typically overlooked. Through the use of Seccom’s SecureHOST services companies cannot only
meet the above requirements but also realise real and measurable savings.

THE NETWORK
With SecureHOST we take care of the network and hardware layers, while you retain control of the OS, database and application
layers. The solution has been built around best practice guidelines using industry leading systems, ensuring a highly reliable, fast
and robust solution that meets all compliance and regulatory requirements.
SecureHOST is managed from Seccom Global’s Secure Operations Centre and is designed with security as a core component
to help protect your business critical applications.

INFRASTRUCTURE HOSTING
For customers requiring Data Centre hosting for legacy infrastructure, Seccom has the solution. Whether you require 1 Rack
Unit (RU), or multiple racks, we can accommodate your needs. Your systems are hosted in world class, tier 3+ datacentres, with
access 24x7, 365 days a year. With high-bandwidth internet, strong security, multiple redundancies and ample power for all your
requirements, you can be assured that your systems are both secure and accessible.

MANAGED VIRTUAL SERVERS
Virtualisation of your server infrastructure frees your business from the physical limitations normally associated with the traditional
client server model. Along with the cost benefits you also can;
Achieve far better management,
Increase performance,
Easily scale (up or down),
Gain better security.
Virtualisation makes it possible to achieve significantly higher resource utilisation by pooling common infrastructure resources
and breaking the legacy one application to one server model. Virtualisation also gives you the ability to securely migrate entire
virtual environments with minimal or no interruption to service.

ABOUT SECCOM GLOBAL
Seccom Global is a major supplier of Managed Security Services to some of the largest and fastest growing
companies throughout Asia Pacific. Companies rely on Seccom Global to manage, monitor and secure their
network through Seccom’s coveted 24 x7 technical support solutions and managed services.

For more information about SecureHOST
please call 1300 363 825
or email: info@seccomglobal.com
www.seccomglobal.com

